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ABSTRACT

I advise how to recognize the expression of magnetizations divergent from the local geomagnetic field direction for near-circular magnetic anomalies and how to approximately estimate magnetization direction from those anomalies. I then show with case studies how magnetic field inversion can recover reliable estimates of magnetization direction. I address the major concerns of anomaly separation and source position and shape which set studies of measured magnetic fields apart from the ideal dipole case of Helbig analysis for which there is theoretical proof of process. These case studies illustrate that magnetization direction (a bulk property) can be more reliably estimated from magnetic field data than details such as source shape and depth to top. The main caveat is that a source should be ‘compact’ which I define as having maximum extent no greater in any direction than twice the closest approach of magnetic field measurement or computation (the case studies presented here show this factor of 2 to be conservative).

INTRODUCTION

The geological interpretation of magnetic field data is the search for distributions of magnetization that are both geologically acceptable and generate fields which successfully match the measured magnetic field. The magnetizations are vector resultants of induced components aligned (in almost all cases) with the local geomagnetic field, and remanent components which generally have an unknown orientation. The ratio of remanent to induced magnetization (the Koenigsberger ratio or ‘Q factor’) is poorly predictable, and only known from direct measurement. It varies over orders of magnitude between induction-dominated and remanence-dominated magnetizations. A common but unjustified approach in magnetic field interpretation is to ignore the presence of remanent magnetization and search only for models of assumed induced magnetization. This approach is favored in expectation that unknown magnetization direction is a substantial impediment to magnetic field interpretation. In this paper I hope to show that for well-defined anomalies due to compact magnetizations there is no serious difficulty in recovering magnetization direction, and that those magnetization direction estimates are more reliable than many details of the magnetization, such as its shape of distribution or depth to top. A correct estimate of magnetization direction upgrades estimates of all other source parameters (particularly position) and provides valuable information about the age of the geological event which gave rise to that magnetization. A broad review of methods to recover estimates of magnetization is given by Clark (2014).

In one of the early papers on modelling magnetic fields of sources with remanent magnetization, Zietz and Andreasen (1967) noted that at steep geomagnetic inclinations the magnetization direction of sources causing near-circular magnetic anomalies can be broadly estimated from the peak to trough amplitude ratio and azimuth, and Schnetzler and Taylor (1984) investigated extension of this relationship to lower geomagnetic inclinations. In recent years there has been a substantial increase in case studies presenting inversions of magnetic field data that allow a free magnetization direction, but the art of predicting magnetization direction from inspection of magnetic field maps has been largely lost. This restricts interpreters in evaluation of their inversion results. It also adds an unhealthy mystique to magnetic field inversion with free magnetization direction, which is fundamentally little different to inversion of magnetic fields with known (generally assumed) magnetization direction or inversion of gravity fields.

Figure 1 Vector relationships of induced, remanent and resultant magnetizations

Figure 1 illustrates the coplanar relationship between induced, remanent and resultant magnetization. The Koenigsberger ratio is commonly used to quantify the significance of remanent magnetization, but as a scalar it is insufficient to characterize the vector relationship. For instance, without the constraint of measured magnetic susceptibility values, any remanence in or close to the local geomagnetic field direction (such as ‘viscous’ remanence carried in coarse grained magnetite) cannot be distinguished from induced magnetization (Macnae, 1994). To
more effectively characterize the influence of remanence in magnetic field interpretation I suggest that the Koenigsberger ratio value be supplemented with the apparent resultant rotation angle (ARRA) which measures the departure of the resultant magnetization direction from the local geomagnetic field direction (see Figure 1). Unlike the Koenigsberger ratio, this angle can be estimated directly from magnetic field interpretation.

**RECOGNITION OF REMANENCE IN MAGNETIC FIELD IMAGERY**

For small departure angles (ARRA < 30°) it may be difficult to visually detect the diagnostic expression of a magnetization direction different to the geomagnetic field, but as the angle increases it becomes more evident that the magnetization is in a different direction to the geomagnetic field. In fields of high geomagnetic inclination changes in declination mostly rotate the dipole axis of the anomaly, and changes in inclination mostly vary the peak to trough amplitude ratio. A simplified diagram of the change of anomaly characteristics with increase of ARRA is shown in figure 2. For ARRA values of 0 to 90° resultant magnetizations are ‘normal’ and the shape change increases to a maximum, for ARRA values of 90 to 180° resultant magnetizations are ‘reverse’ and the shape change reduces but with switch of polarity.

![Diagram of anomaly characteristics with increase of ARRA](chart.png)

**Figure 2 Change of anomaly characteristics with increase of Apparent Resultant Rotation Angle**

Figure 3 is a chart of TMI anomalies due to dipoles of different orientation measured in a typical Australian geomagnetic field of inclination -60°. The gaps between examples in the chart are rotations of less than 30°, so it should be possible to find an approximate match to most dipole anomalies. The rows of the chart are constant inclination and mostly show rotation of the dipole axis with declination. The columns of the chart are constant declination (except for the 180° step between rows 3 and 4) and mostly show changes in peak to trough amplitude ratio. For vector component (Bx,By,Bz) anomalies this would be a global chart, but TMI anomaly patterns change with geomagnetic inclination because of the direction of the TMI vector changes. Figure 4 shows TMI anomalies from the same magnetized dipoles in a steep positive-inclination geomagnetic field (+80°) typical of Canada. The general pattern of variation is similar to that for Australia, but with opposite magnetization polarities. Note that in the steep negative-inclination Australian geomagnetic field the declination of magnetization is approximately in the direction from anomaly trough to peak. For the steep positive-inclination Canadian geomagnetic field the declination of magnetization is in the opposite direction from anomaly peak to trough.

![Graphical estimates from TMI, Bz or Bzz imagery](chart.png)

**Figure 5 Max:min peak to trough ratios of dipole anomalies in geomagnetic inclinations of (top) -60°, and (bottom) +80°**

In steep geomagnetic inclinations magnetizations parallel and anti-parallel to the field have respectively high and low peak to trough ratios, while gentle inclination magnetizations generate anomalies with peak to trough amplitude ratios close to one. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 5, with ratios of less than one inverted. In the +80° inclination field of Canada the inclination of magnetization can be well estimated from the anomaly peak to trough ratio. In the lower -60° inclination field of Australia the relationship is still a reasonable guide to inclination of magnetization, but it is starting to break-down. The vertical component of the field Bz or its vertical gradient Bzz provide more robust estimates of magnetization direction (Foss and McKenzie, 2014). Graphical estimates from TMI, Bz or Bzz imagery, together with the charts in Figures 3 and 4 summarize the magnetic field expression of magnetization at high southerly and northerly latitudes. Additional charts and alternative relationships for low, mid-southerly and mid-northerly latitude provide a global toolkit for approximate estimation of magnetization direction.

Figures 6A and 6C show induced magnetization dipoles in Australian and Canadian geomagnetic fields respectively, and figures 6B and 6D show the best-fit dipole matches to those anomalies in the alternate geomagnetic field. A typical Australian
induced anomaly (Figure 6A) is strongly positive with a minor negative to the south (towards the pole). A typical Canadian induced anomaly (Figure 6C) is even more strongly positive (because of the higher geomagnetic inclination) with a more subdued negative to the north. To produce a Canadian-like anomaly in an Australia geomagnetic field (Figure 6D) requires an ARRA of 66°, with a southward shift of the source of 9% of its depth. To produce an Australian-like anomaly in a Canadian geomagnetic field (Figure 6B) requires a 63° ARRA with an 11% northward shift. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate that the same magnetizations produce different TMI anomalies in different geomagnetic fields, and Figure 6 illustrates conversely that similar TMI anomalies in different geomagnetic fields are due to differently oriented magnetizations. TMI fields due to induced-only magnetizations also show pronounced differences in anomaly pattern with geomagnetic latitude, with remanent magnetization adding only slightly to this complexity.

Figure 6 Dipole TMI anomalies: A) induced in a -60° inclination field, C) in a +80° inclination field, B) best-fit to anomaly C) measured in a -60° inclination field, and D) best fit to anomaly A) measured in a +80° inclination field.

Most TMI images used in geological mapping and resource exploration are histogram-equalized and sun-shaded to highlight local variations in the field. These are substantial aids in resolution of geological structure and detail from shallow sources. However, they do not provide the best suited images in which to recognize changes in peak to trough amplitude ratio of anomalies or their dipole alignment. Figure 7 shows anomalies from 4 dipoles of different magnetization direction measured in a magnetic field of -60° inclination. Using the low-shading, contoured image on the left the dipole magnetizations can be roughly estimated from peak to trough relationships described above (or by matching to the anomaly patterns in Figure 3), but the expression of remanent magnetization is much less certain using the conventional strongly shaded image without contours on the right.

Figure 7 Four TMI dipole anomalies in a -60° inclination field; left with contours, right with sun shading. Magnetizations: NW dipole D=0 I= -90, NE dipole D=045 I= -45, SW dipole D=0 I= -10, SE dipole D=315 I=-45.

REDUCTION TO POLE

Figure 8 Top) measured TMI, Bottom) TMI computed from an inversion model of the outline shown

Many geologists only use reduced to pole (RTP) imagery. In the steep geomagnetic fields of Canada, and slightly less so in Australia, this is not a major issue because the geomagnetic field is already so steep that the RTP transform produces little change. However, at mid to low geomagnetic inclinations changes on
transformation of the field are substantial (with additional concern of instability of the transform at particularly low inclinations). The intended advantage of RTP is to simplify the shape of anomalies due to non-vertical magnetization measured in a non-vertical field by transform to the field of an identical distribution of vertical magnetization measured in a vertical field. If assumptions are correct, peaks in the field should then lie directly above centers of magnetization. However the conventional RTP transform is invalid if the magnetization direction is not identical to the geomagnetic field direction. This is illustrated in a study of the anomaly imaged in Figures 8 and 9. The top image in Figure 8 shows TMI measured at a geomagnetic inclination of -55°. The azimuth from the anomaly low to peak is 113°, which using the general rules outlined above (and subtracting the geomagnetic declination of +6°) gives a magnetization declination estimate of 107°. The trough to peak ratio of approximately 2 suggests a low to mid positive inclination of about +30°. Using the Figure 3 chart the closest image match to the anomaly is row 2, column 3 with declination 90°, inclination 0°. The bottom image in Figure 8 shows TMI computed from a best-fit inversion model of a steeply plunging elliptic pipe with both spatial parameters and magnetization direction set free in the inversion (I describe through the remainder of the paper how inversions for compact sources are justified). The best-estimated resultant magnetization direction from this inversion is declination 101°, inclination +18°, with an ARRA of 107°. The magnetization direction estimated graphically is less than 15° away from this inversion result, and the estimate made from the chart is only 21° away, illustrating how simple visual checks can provide useful confirmation of inversion results.

Figure 9 shows the standard RTP anomaly (top) and an RTP anomaly using the inversion-estimated magnetization direction (bottom). In this -55° inclination field the standard RTP mostly shifts the anomaly slightly to the south. However, RTP using the inversion-estimated magnetization direction substantially changes the anomaly to a near-circular positive-only anomaly as expected for a compact source. Tests for desired RTP output characteristics can be used in magnetization direction searches using trial directions (e.g. Dannemiller and Li, 2006). The peak of the standard RTP is the site of a borehole which does not intersect the magnetization.

The peak of the total gradient anomaly shown in Figure 10 provides a reasonable estimate of the position of the source body because it has only weak sensitivity to magnetization direction (e.g. Roest et al. 1992, Roest and Pilkington 1993, Paine et al 2001, Fullagar and Pears 2015). It appears from Figure 10 that a borehole at the location of the total gradient peak would have an approximately 50% chance of intersecting the body close to its margin. The normalized source strength (Beiki et al. 2012, Clark 2012, Pilkington and Beiki 2013) also shown in Figure 10 has lower sensitivity to magnetization direction than the total gradient. For many anomalies the total gradient and NSS peaks are close to each other, but for this deep body with an ARRA of 107° the NSS peak is significantly closer to the inversion-derived center of magnetization than is the peak in the total gradient.
The recognition of remanence contributions in magnetic field imagery raises the questions of whether the direction of that magnetization can be recovered, and what can be learnt from it. Also, as noted in the previous study, the process of inverting magnetic field data allowing a free magnetization direction requires validation. The most appropriate reference point from which to address these issues is Helbig analysis which provides an analytic proof of the ability to recover magnetization direction from magnetic field data for the specific case of an isolated field due to a dipole of known location (Helbig 1963).

Helbig analysis is illustrated schematically in Figure 11. A TMI anomaly is transformed to component anomalies (Bx, By, Bz). These transforms depend only on the local geomagnetic field direction and are independent of magnetization direction. The moments of those components about the supplied horizontal center of magnetization are derived by numerical integration, and those moments are processed with Helbig’s algorithms to determine the amplitude and direction of the magnetic moment. The amplitude term needs correction for the finite integration area (Schmidt and Clark, 1998) but provided the basic assumptions are honored the direction term (which is also the magnetization direction) is stable down to surprisingly small areas of investigation. Several studies have successfully recovered magnetization direction estimates from Helbig analysis of measured magnetic field data (e.g. Schmidt and Clark 1998, Phillips 2005, Foss and McKenzie 2011). Phillips et al. (2007) published an extension to Helbig’s analysis which uses the gradient tensor rather than field components. This method is based on approximations but can provide superior results because accumulated errors from the required integrations are more problematic for field components than for their gradients.

Helbig analysis specifically requires an isolated field from a dipole of known horizontal position (a dipole is either a source so small that its shape is inconsequential, or a homogeneous sphere of any size). To extend this analysis to interpretation of measured magnetic fields we have to be confident in the quality of separation of an anomalous (residual) field from the regional field and any overlapping source fields, locate the center of magnetization as well as possible, and be aware of any problems or limitations arising from divergence of the distribution of magnetization from that of an ideal dipole.

MAGNETIC FIELD INVERSION WITH FREE MAGNETIZATION DIRECTION

There is a growing list of case studies showing successful application of various inversion methods allowing a free magnetization direction (e.g. Foss 2006, Lelièvre and Oldenburg 2009, Li et al. 2010, Ellis et al. 2012, MacLeod and Ellis 2013, Pratt et al. 2014). Here I illustrate with case studies how recovery of magnetization directions from magnetic field inversion depends on anomaly separation and source location and shape, and how each of these challenges can be successfully overcome.

Influence of source shape and position

The issue of source shape requires consideration of where the magnetic field is measured or computed. From a sufficient distance any distribution of magnetization can be considered a dipole, with the total magnetization acting as if located at a central point. I use the term ‘compact source’ to describe a distribution of magnetization which has no extent in any direction greater than twice the closest approach of a magnetic field measurement or computation (this factor of two is conservative - as shown for instance by several of the examples in this paper). For more sophisticated analysis, compaction can be considered independently as horizontal or vertical compaction, using the ratio of maximum horizontal or maximum vertical extent.
respectively to minimum separation distance (the anomaly considered in the RTP study above has an extension to proximity ratio of 2.2 and shows very low sensitivity to representation of its shape).

Figure 12 shows a TMI anomaly measured in a survey of the Coompana area of South Australia (Heath et al. 2015, Wise et al. 2016). Also included in the figure are images of TMI forward computed from three inversion models. The anomaly is clearly due to reverse remanent magnetization (Foss et al. 2016), with ARRA for the 3 models between 91° and 93°. The estimated magnetization directions from each inversion are plotted in Figure 13. There is a range of only 3° between directions, with no one direction more than 2° from the mean.

Figure 14 Perspective view of ellipsoid (green), and elliptic (red) and polygonal (blue) pipe models

The inversion models are shown in perspective view in Figure 14. The two horizontal-top pipe bodies of elliptic and polygonal section occupy almost the same space. The ellipsoid model is closely co-centered with those two bodies but has a much larger volume and lower magnetization intensity (giving an almost identical magnetic moment amplitude). The ellipsoid is far from a compact source, with a maximum elongation to proximity ratio of 6.3 (compared to 2.8 and 3.0 for the elliptic and polygonal pipes respectively). However, it is sufficiently close to a sphere to have little sensitivity to volume or magnetization intensity, and can be collapsed to a similar size and magnetization as the pipe bodies with almost no loss in goodness of fit to the data. The most consistent spatial parameters of the bodies are their center coordinates, in particular the horizontal coordinates, showing that the inversions can simultaneously recover estimates of source location as well as magnetization direction. This stability of magnetization direction recovered from the three inversions arises because there is little sensitivity to source shape, and unlike the relationship between volume and magnetization intensity, the pairing between magnetization direction and position is imperfect, allowing the inversion to find consistent values for both individual parameters.

Figure 15 shows sections through the inversion models along the central flight-line. With very small reduction in goodness of fit, depths to the top of all three models can be changed substantially by adjusting volume and magnetization intensity. The two pipe models are considered to provide more appropriate estimates of depth to source because their flat tops are consistent with the geological expectation that they terminate at a sub-horizontal basement surface. However, without that geological guidance there are no grounds to choose between the different models. This example illustrates a general rule that for compact sources there is no fundamental advantage of either parametric or voxel inversion arising from their different treatment of source shape, and that all source shape estimates for compact sources are of low reliability regardless of how simple or complex that shape is.
Influence of regional separation

As already explained, anomaly shape described by peak to trough azimuth and peak to trough amplitude ratio is a diagnostic expression of the magnetization direction of a compact source. These two factors are also influenced by gradients in the background regional field, from which the anomaly must be separated (Foss 2006). Any imperfection in the separation threatens the fidelity of magnetization direction estimates subsequently derived from the data. Numerous methods exist to perform regional-residual separations, but there is no dictate that a regional field must have any specific form, and there is no guarantee of a correct separation. Rather, regional-residual separation is essentially an interpretive and non-unique process.

Figure 16 shows measured and model computed fields for a 100 meter line-spaced helming survey over an isolated anomaly in the Rylstone area of New South Wales (geomagnetic inclination - 64°). The anomaly is clearly due predominantly to a steep reverse (positive inclination) remanent magnetization and is superimposed on a steep west-to-east regional gradient. Figure 16 shows a section through two separate multi-line inversions, one with an ellipsoid body and the other an elliptic-section pipe. Each inversion produces a close match to the anomaly, and there is a difference in magnetization direction between the two models of less than 3°. The inversion results give an ARRA of 145°. Prior to inversion a regional field was interpreted by selecting samples on each flight-line (as shown in Figure 17) with a smooth low-order polynomial surface best-fitted to those samples. This regional field is subtracted from the measured TMI to give a residual anomaly which is fitted by the inversion. Figure 18 shows the polynomial regional surface and the resulting residual anomaly. The regional separation is well qualified because there is a clear expression of the regional field to all sides of the anomaly. Figure 19 is a clip of both the TMI and residual fields cut to the immediate extent of the anomaly. The TMI image in the clip window still suggests a discrete anomaly due to a compact source superimposed on a positive west-to-east regional gradient, but in this window the two fields overlap completely.
Figure 18: Top) regional field, Bottom) residual from subtraction of regional from measured TMI

Figure 20 shows a section through two models derived from inversion of the residual anomaly within the clip window (the regional fitted to the more extensive data has already been removed). The centers of the bodies are in almost the same location as for the previous inversions. The difference between the two inversion directions is again < 3° and the difference between the mean of these two directions and the mean of the previous inversions is < 7° (see Figure 23). It can be argued that these inversions of the clipped data are superior, because the more extensive data was used to determine the regional field and then the inversion was focused more tightly on the anomaly, but a more robust estimate of magnetization direction is the mean of all four results. Figure 21 shows a model section derived by inversion of the clipped TMI data allowing only a base-level shift of the regional (included as a parameter in the inversion). This inversion might be attempted if there were no data beyond the clip region from which to detect and estimate the regional gradient. This inversion result is unacceptable because of the very high data misfit, revealing that inversion is able to reject the incorrect premise that the measured field is due only to the field of a discrete source with no regional gradient. The best-fit bodies of the two inversions using only a base-level regional are displaced from the anomaly and elongated in an attempt to simultaneously explain the regional gradient. The mean magnetization of the two models is deflected 66° from the best-estimated direction.

Figure 19: Top) TMI clipped to the anomaly, Bottom) clip of residual anomaly after regional subtraction

Figure 19 Models inverted to match the clipped residual anomaly with only base-level regional adjustment

Figure 22 shows models derived from inversion of the clipped TMI data in which the inversion was allowed to simultaneously explain...
search for a planar regional gradient and a discrete source. There are reasonable concerns that this process might be computationally unstable, but the tasks of a compact source in explaining the discrete anomaly and a regional in explaining the gradient across the complete window are quite different, and in this case inversions quite successfully resolve both the regional gradient and the source of the residual anomaly. The two inversions with different source geometries again provide consistent results in terms of source location and magnetization direction (with a difference of < 5°). The mean of those magnetization directions is only 10° from the preferred magnetization direction (Figure 23). The goodness of fit of these inversions is high but there is concern about sufficiency of the data as the inversions do not benefit from the more extensive data to define the regional field.

CONCLUSIONS

I hope I have established in this paper that unknown magnetization direction is not an impediment to magnetic field inversion or interpretation, at least for compact magnetizations which produce anomalies that can be confidently isolated from overlapping and surrounding fields. The recognition in magnetic field images of anomalies likely to be due substantially to remanence is aided by reducing sun-shading and adding a contour overlay. This helps to highlight rotation of the peak to trough alignment of the anomaly and its peak to trough amplitude ratio, both of which are indications of source magnetization direction. Estimates of magnetization direction should always be made from inspection of the magnetic field data prior to running an inversion, so as to have an approximate expectation of the results. Anomaly separation is generally the most critical aspect in determining magnetization direction, and where a regional separation has been performed the regional and residual fields should be imaged to check that there is no unjustified (positive or negative) correlation between them. Estimated distribution of magnetization for compact sources is unreliable but fortunately details of the shape of distribution of a compact magnetization have almost no effect on estimates of its direction. There are trade-offs in inversion between estimated position and magnetization direction so that to obtain a reasonable estimate of either parameter requires a reasonable estimate of both, however this trade-off is imperfect and inversion of well-defined anomalies has the power to individually resolve source position and magnetization direction. A review of the key points in this paper are presented in the summary table below.
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| 1 | The external magnetic field of a body is a function of its resultant (remanent plus induced) magnetization. |
| 2 | Koenigsberger ratio values calculated from rock magnetic measurements suggest that remanent magnetization contribute substantially to most measured magnetic field variations. |
| 3 | Many, and possibly most measured magnetic anomalies are due to magnetizations with some departure from the local geomagnetic field direction. |
| 4 | For magnetic field studies of magnetization, the Koenigsberger ratio should be supplemented with a measure of the angular rotation of magnetization away from the local geomagnetic field, here termed the apparent resultant rotation angle (ARRA). |
| 5 | Helbig’s 1963 proof that the direction of a dipole magnetization can be recovered from magnetic field analysis is the fundamental basis for investigation of the magnetization direction of any compact source. |
| 6 | Extension of Helbig’s proof to studies of geological magnetizations requires reliable isolation of an anomaly from overlapping fields, accurate determination of the center of magnetization, and appropriate correction for any influence of shape and plunge. |
| 7 | At steep geomagnetic inclinations the peak to trough azimuth and amplitude ratio indicate magnetization direction. These characteristics are more clearly expressed in magnetic field images with subdued sun-shading and contour overlays. |
| 8 | Vertical component (Bz) images provide more reliable indication of magnetization direction than TMI images, particularly in moderate to low geomagnetic inclination fields. |
| 9 | The standard RTP is invalid for magnetizations not in the geomagnetic field direction, but the transform can be adjusted to accept other magnetization directions. |
| 10 | The total gradient transform has low sensitivity to magnetization direction, and the Normalized Source Strength (NSS) has even less. |
| 11 | The exact distribution of a compact magnetization has little effect on estimation of its magnetization direction. |
| 12 | Because shape detail is relatively unimportant, parametric and voxel inversions of identical anomaly separations should provide essentially identical resultant magnetization direction estimates. |
| 13 | Position and estimated magnetization direction of a compact source are closely linked. In inversion, an error in one causes an error in the other, but for well-defined anomalies both position and magnetization direction can both be resolved. |
| 14 | Anomaly (regional-residual) separation is commonly the most critical aspect in determining magnetization direction. |
| 15 | Where inversion has itself been used to perform an anomaly separation it is important to review images of the regional and residual fields to ensure that the separation is acceptable. |
| 16 | Estimation of magnetization direction is relatively robust because it is a bulk characteristic rather than a detail (such as depth to top, or shape), and also because it does not have a particularly close pairing with any other parameter or parameter set (as for instance do intensity of magnetization and volume, which are so closely paired that there is generally little sensitivity to either value, only to their product). |

Table 1 Summary of key points presented in this paper
Figure 3 TMI anomalies due to dipoles of specified magnetization in a geomagnetic field of inclination $-60^\circ$

TMI over dipoles of different magnetization direction in a geomagnetic field of:
Declination 0
Inclination $-60^\circ$
(cross marks body location)

Clive Foss
May 2017
Figure 4 TMI anomalies due to dipoles of specified magnetization in a geomagnetic field of inclination $+80^\circ$.

TMI over dipoles of different magnetization direction in a geomagnetic field of:
Declination 0
Inclination $+80^\circ$
(cross marks body location)

Clive Foss
May 2017